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Summary
A prominent hypothesis in motor control is that end-
point errors are minimized because motor commands
are updated in real time via internal feedback loops.
We investigated in monkey whether orienting sac-
cadic gaze shifts made in the dark with coordinated
eye-head movements are controlled by feedback. We
recorded from superior colliculus fixation neurons
(SCFNs) that fired tonically during fixation and were
silent during gaze shifts. When we briefly (%700 ms)
interrupted gaze shifts by transiently braking head
movements, SCFNs fired steadily during brake-
induced gaze immobility, and their mean frequency
was inversely related to the remaining distance be-
tween current gaze position and the target. After head
release, a corrective gaze saccade brought gaze on the
unseen goal, and SCFN firing frequency peaked. The
results support gaze feedback control and show that
the SC is part of a network that encodes, during orien-
tation, the distance between eye and target, irrespec-
tive of gaze trajectory characteristics.
Introduction
We routinely scan our visual surrounds using coordi-
nated eye and head movements that generate rapid
displacements of the visual axis in space (Figure 1B).
Although such gaze saccades require the coordination
of two mobile segments—the head and eyes—their ac-
curacy is comparable to that of eye saccades made
with the head fixed (Laurutis and Robinson, 1986; Guit-
ton and Volle, 1987; Tomlinson, 1990; Pelisson et al.,
1995). It has been hypothesized that gaze saccades
are controlled by a feedback loop that computes gaze
position error (GPE) = final 2 current gaze positions (re-
viewed in Guitton et al., 2004). Feedback assures accu-
racy by driving gaze saccades until GPE is zero, a pro-
cess that can compensate for variability, or ‘‘noise,’’ in
the positions of the individual eye-in-head and head-
on-body platforms. This concept is analogous to the
classic brainstem ‘‘local feedback loop’’ thought to con-
trol saccadic eye movements in the head-fixed monkey
(reviewed in Scudder et al., 2002).
Although the ‘‘local feedback loop’’ is well accepted,
the gaze feedback hypothesis is controversial. A com-
peting model (Sparks, 1999; Freedman, 2001), using no
gaze feedback, proposes that a gaze displacement
command is decomposed into separate eye and head
displacement commands that drive separate eye and
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circuit. In this model, there is no explicit calculation of
GPE: gaze accuracy is implemented, using parameter
adjustments that assure that, at the end of the eye sac-
cade, the sum of the overall eye and head displace-
ments is equal to the desired gaze displacement.
How the putative gaze feedback loop is implemented
neurally is unknown. The superior colliculus (SC) of the
midbrain, a structure critical to saccade control and
closely linked to brainstem circuits, has been consid-
ered a prime candidate for this function. The SC con-
tains a motor map that is topographically organized in
retinal coordinates (Klier et al., 2001), and the position
on the motor map, of an ensemble of bursting neurons,
encodes a specific gaze saccade vector (cat: Munoz
et al., 1991; monkey: Freedman and Sparks, 1997b). In
the cat, evidence indicates that the SC lies within the
gaze feedback loop and encodes GPE (Munoz et al.,
1991; Bergeron and Guitton, 2000; Bergeron et al., 2003;
Matsuo et al., 2004). Whether the SC of monkey also
encodes GPE, or whether it operates open loop, are
important and contentious problems (reviewed in Keller,
2004; Guitton et al., 2004; Scudder et al., 2002; Sparks,
2004) whose clarification is imperative for understand-
ing human gaze control.
Virtually all models of the SC have been based on
studies in the head-fixed monkey whose SC has been
hypothesized to control saccades: (1) open loop, with in-
trinsic mechanisms that terminate the SC burst after
a fixed, position-specific number of spikes have been
emitted; (2) open loop with a downstream counter that
stops saccades after receiving a fixed number of
spikes—dependent on the location of the active site
on the motor map—irrespective of whether or not SC ac-
tivity continues (electrical stimulation head fixed favors
this model); or (3) within a loop whose feedback signal
either stops SC activity at saccade end or permits the
SC to encode an eye motor error, analogous to GPE.
Despite the fact that open-loop models of eye sac-
cade control in the head-fixed monkey have excellent
predictive capabilities, the reality is that anatomical sub-
strates do exist for feedback to the primate SC’s motor
map via projections from subcortical eye and/or head
movement-related areas such as the fastigial nucleus,
the mesencephalic reticular formation, the nucleus pre-
positus hypoglossi, the zona incerta, and the nucleus in-
tercalates (reviewed in Guitton et al., 2004; Moschovakis
et al., 1996). Such projections could modulate SC dis-
charges during gaze shifts.
Here, we propose that studying SC discharges during
perturbed gaze shifts in the head-unrestrained monkey
can generate new insights into two important questions
in gaze control (Sparks, 2004): whether primate head-
unrestrained gaze shifts are controlled by a feedback
loop and whether the SC, in this condition, receives
gaze feedback signals. Two groups of observations
support the latter proposition. First, there is consider-
able evidence supporting gaze feedback control in cat
via the existence of GPE-related discharges in its SC.
Feedback to the SC in this species may adjust the
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characteristics (Coimbra et al., 2000). Second, gaze shift
velocity and duration in humans can be controlled vol-
untarily by controlling head velocity (Guitton and Volle,
1987). Given that the discharge of collicular neurons,
with strong motor-related activity, ceases synchro-
nously with gaze shift end (Freedman and Sparks,
Figure 1. Behavioral Task and Examples of Associated Gaze Shifts
(A) Memory-guided saccade task. Trained monkey looked at fixation
point (FP) while target (T) flashed on horizontal meridian, in periph-
eral vision. The monkey made gaze shift (G), in the dark, to remem-
bered location of previously flashed T (Experimental Procedures).
(B) Classic control gaze shift (G) = eye movement in head (E) + head
movement in space (H). Horizontal tic marks on E, H, and G traces
show center of orbit (E) and central position in front of monkey (H
and G).
(C–F) Gaze trajectories perturbed by briefly stopping head move-
ment. (C) Fifty millisecond head brake transiently slowed gaze tra-
jectory. (D) Two hundred millisecond brake stopped gaze. End of
eye saccade marks beginning of gaze immobilization (gaze plateau).
During postbrake head motion, a corrective gaze saccade brought
gaze near goal. (E) Perturbed gaze shifts with similar overall gaze
shift amplitude (45º–47º), plateau GPE (11º–13º), and plateau dura-
tion (235–275 ms) were associated with variable eye and head trajec-
tories. (F) In few ‘‘aborted’’ trials, there was no corrective gaze sac-
cade after head release and gaze remained immobile, short of T.
(G) Corrective gaze saccades brought gaze to remembered target
location with accuracy similar to control movements (monkey M1).
Standard error of mean is within the dots (<0.7º); the difference be-
tween control and perturbed accuracies is <2º for both monkeys M1
and M2. Cross, control gaze shift amplitude; open circle, overall am-
plitude of perturbed gaze shift; dotted circle, amplitude of interrup-
ted initial gaze shift; filled circle, corrective gaze saccade amplitude;
dotted line, line of equality.1997b) it follows that, if the SC were to command down-
stream structures open loop, a subject who wishes to
control gaze shift duration would have to be able to con-
trol voluntarily the duration of the SC burst discharge.
But a head-fixed subject cannot control voluntarily ei-
ther eye saccade velocity or duration, suggesting the
lack of voluntary control on the SC in this condition. It
is unlikely that SC burst discharges can be controlled
voluntarily when the head is unrestrained, but not when
the head is fixed. A parsimonious hypothesis is that
a head-unrestrained subject can control voluntarily the
head movement component of a gaze shift, but not the
SC discharge, and that it is gaze feedback to the SC
that modulates and stops the discharge at gaze shift end.
Here, we propose that the problem of gaze feedback
control is amenable to experimental study more easily
in the head-unrestrained than in the head-fixed condi-
tion. Eye saccades are neither subjected to voluntary
control of the trajectory nor perturbed in real life. Gaze
shifts are and perturbed gaze shifts can be studied in
the laboratory (Guitton and Volle, 1987; Tomlinson,
1990; P.A. Sylvestre et al., 2001, Soc. Neurosci., ab-
stract) by mechanically braking head movements, a pro-
cedure that mimics the natural occurrence, particularly
in contact sports, of variable transient loads to the head.
We chose to begin our study of the effects of head tra-
jectory perturbations on collicular cells by studying SC
fixation neurons (SCFNs) (Munoz and Guitton, 1991; Mu-
noz and Wurtz, 1993a). These cells are linked anatomi-
cally to the motor map and may reflect neural discharges
there (Munoz and Istvan, 1998; Takahashi et al., 2005).
The discharge characteristics of SCFNs are potentially
simpler to interpret than those of cells on the motor
map for three reasons: (1) SCFNs have a relatively ‘‘sim-
ple’’ discharge pattern in that they fire tonically during
attentive fixation and they pause during multidirectional
large eye saccades in the head-fixed monkey (Munoz
and Wurtz, 1993a) and, as we will show here, horizontal
gaze saccades in the head-free monkey. (2) Their dis-
charges can be compared to those in cat, whose SCFNs
encode GPE during gaze saccades (Bergeron and Guit-
ton, 2000). (3) SCFNs are located in a restricted zone
within the rostral SC, thereby obviating the need to inter-
pret potential perturbation-linked changes in the spatio-
temporal pattern of collicular activity on the motor map.
Here, we provide strong support for the gaze feed-
back hypothesis by demonstrating that SCFNs in the
head-unrestrained monkey are informed that a gaze
shift has ended (i.e., GPE = 0), even after gaze is com-
pletely and unpredictably halted for almost 1 s, and
that these cells carry a signal encoding GPE. Brief pre-
sentation of the present results was made in W.Y. Choi
and D. Guitton, 2004, Soc. Neurosci., abstract.
Results
We studied head-unrestrained gaze shifts made, in the
dark, by two monkeys to the remembered location of
a previously flashed target on the horizontal plane (Fig-
ures 1A and 1B). We recorded in the SC while head
movements were unexpectedly and briefly halted for
variable times beginning just after head movement on-
set (Experimental Procedures). Target positions varied
from 10º to 60º contralateral to the recording sites, and
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the temporal features of the fixation point and target
presentations and, in brake trials, the temporal charac-
teristics of the head brake. Here, we describe SCFN dis-
charges during control gaze shifts in the amplitude
range 10º–60º. However, for perturbed gaze shifts, we
restrict our report to the results of braking 50º–60º
gaze shifts because for these large-amplitude gaze dis-
placements, head brakes caused important trajectory
perturbations.
Figure 1B shows a control 50º gaze (G) saccade that
displaced gaze from 30º to the right of body-centered
space to 20º to the left. During this leftward 50º gaze
saccade, a 30º eye (E) saccade brought the eye from
an initial position in the head, w20º to the right of the
center of the orbit, to a final position, w10º to the left.
The eye remained stable at this position for about
70 ms until gaze saccade end. During this 70 ms period
of eye immobilization, the gaze shift was carried by the
ongoing head motion (H). On average, for our two mon-
keys, the postsaccade final orbital eye position was
w15º, which is well within the oculomotor range (Guitton
and Volle, 1987; Freedman and Sparks, 1997a) and is
similar to the 10º–20º range reported in the study of
head-unrestrained gaze shift in the monkey (Freedman
and Sparks, 1997a). After the gaze saccade ended, the
action of the vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR) moved the
eyes opposite to ongoing head motion, thereby stabiliz-
ing gaze in space.
A brief (w50 ms) head brake near the start of a head
movement resulted in a transient perturbation to the
gaze trajectory (Figure 1C) in which gaze velocity de-
creased, but not to zero. A longer (w200 ms) brake
resulted in complete interruption of the intended gaze
trajectory (Figure 1D), the main type of perturbed trajec-
tory that we will study here. In this typical example of an
intended leftward 50º gaze shift, braking resulted in an
initial eye saccade whose amplitude, w35º, landed the
eye well within the oculomotor range at about 15º to
the left of orbital center (cf. Figure 1B). This initial sac-
cade was followed by a ‘‘gaze plateau’’ during which
the visual axis was immobile relative to space. Prolonga-
tion of the gaze plateau after head release was due to the
action of the VOR that moved the eyes opposite to head
motion. In the example of Figure 1D, the gaze plateau
was terminated by an eye saccade that, together with
ongoing head motion, generated a 15º corrective gaze
saccade that brought gaze, in the dark, to the remem-
bered location of the target. Across all experiments,
95% of the plateau durations varied between 45 ms
and 650 ms: mean, 250 6 138 ms (SD); median, 229
ms. The duration of the plateau phase depended on
three quantities: brake duration, duration of the first sac-
cade, and the time between brake offset (head release)
and when the corrective eye saccade was generated.
The onset and offset of a head brake did not correspond
to the onset and offset, respectively, of a gaze plateau.
Note that, even for the longest head brakes, the mon-
keys never generated a corrective—or any saccade—
before the head was released. The distribution of
time between head release and onset of the corrective
gaze saccade for all trials was skewed with the peak
closer to brake offset: mean, 155 6 148 ms; median,
93 ms.Figure 1E shows nine gaze trajectories, selected from
our large sample to have the same distance between
gaze plateau position and final goal (i.e., same plateau
GPE), and the same plateau duration. It is clear from
these examples that the same corrective gaze saccade
can result from the sum of many different eye and head
trajectories. In particular, final gaze position can be rela-
tively invariant despite important differences at that time
in the orbital eye position and the concurrent position of
the accompanying head movement.
In agreement with prior studies (Guitton et al., 1984;
Laurutis and Robinson, 1986; Guitton and Volle, 1987;
Tomlinson, 1990; Pelisson et al., 1995; reviewed in Guit-
ton et al., 2004), gaze accuracy in the perturbation trials
was comparable to control. Figure 1G shows the perfor-
mance of monkey M1. For large gaze shifts between 50º
and 60º, which required an important head contribution,
there was no significant difference between the mean
gaze endpoints in control and brake trials (p > 0.5, Stu-
dent’s t test). For monkey M2, there was no significant
difference for targets at 50º, but there was for targets
at 60º (p = 0.007, Student’s t test). Nevertheless, in the
latter, the difference between control and perturbed
gaze endpoints was less than 1.6º. Occasionally, in
only about 3% of trials, the monkey did not generate
a corrective gaze saccade after head release, and the
gaze trace remained flat, short of the target location,
until the end of the ‘‘aborted’’ trial (Figure 1F). Such
aborted trials were not included in the calculation of
mean accuracy.
Note that a model structure that posits accurate gaze
control, without the use of gaze feedback, cannot ex-
plain the accuracy of the type of perturbed gaze shift
shown in Figures 1D and 1E. An important reason is
that, when the head was released, the eyes were driven
backward in the orbit—to a position quite different than
their end position after the first saccade. The orbital po-
sition of the eye at the beginning of the corrective eye
saccade, as well as the velocity and amplitude of the
eye saccade, were very variable and furthermore had
to sum with a variable head trajectory. We know that
the head velocity signal, carried by the VOR pathway,
is reduced during large gaze shifts (e.g., Roy and Cullen,
1998; reviewed in Guitton et al., 2004). However, we do
not know the status of this signal during corrective
gaze saccades. If the head velocity signal is attenuated,
to terminate the corrective gaze saccade accurately, it is
necessary to know GPE online, which the gaze feedback
model implements by definition. If it is not attenuated, to
explain accurate gaze control it is necessary to know
plateau GPE, which gaze feedback also provides. By
comparison, advocates of the no gaze feedback model
must assume that (1) the current motor command is
aborted, and (2) GPE is calculated ‘‘offline’’ and a new
corrective gaze saccade is generated. The discharge
characteristics of SCFNs, to be described below, indi-
cate that the latter interpretation is not applicable.
We recorded first from a SCFN when the monkey’s
head was unrestrained. If sufficient trials were obtained
and contact with the cell was still available, we recorded
in the head-fixed condition. We obtained data from three
cells in monkey M1 in the latter condition. Nineteen
SCFNs—14 in monkey M1, five in monkey M2—
remained isolated long enough during the head brake
Neuron
494Figure 2. Discharge of SCFN M1-02 during Gaze Shifts in the Dark to Remembered Location of Previously Flashed T
(A and B) Discharges in control (A) and perturbed trials (B), aligned on gaze shift onset. (Top) Gaze trajectories ordered from top to bottom ac-
cording to increasing gaze shift duration. Control and perturbed gaze shifts had similar overall amplitude (control, 47.7º 6 2.9º [SD], n = 103;
perturbed, 47.0º 6 2.7º, n = 97). (Middle) Rasters are ordered from top to bottom according to increasing gaze shift duration. Tick mark on
each line of raster identifies an action potential. Thick tick marks indicate gaze shift end. (Bottom) Average spike density functions for control
(A) and selected perturbed (B) trials identified by vertical bar at right of raster. In (B), the control firing frequency profile is reproduced from
(A). The mean duration of gaze plateaus in brake trials = 2876 111 ms. Time of fixation point (FP) offset indicated by vertical arrow on histogram
in (A). Gaze saccade latency = 350 6 90 ms (SD).
(C and D) Same trials as in (A) and (B) aligned on gaze shift end.
(E) Discharges of M1-02 in typical control trials in which eye saccade (E) terminated (left vertical dotted line) about 70 ms before gaze shift end
(dark right vertical dotted line). Cell was reactivated at end of gaze, not eye, saccades.
(F) Linear regression between gaze shift duration and time to reactivation (Experimental Procedures). Cross, control trial; square, perturbed trial;
filled circle, ‘‘slowed down’’ gaze shift as in Figure 1C. The large circle delineates the location of the filled circles on the regression line.trials, in the head-unrestrained condition, to obtain suf-
ficient data to analyze the effects of gaze shift perturba-
tions on cell discharges and compare this to the firing
frequency pattern in control gaze shifts.
In control trials, SCFNs typified by cell M1-02 (Fig-
ure 2A) were tonically active while the monkey looked
at the fixation point (FP) in the period prior to its extinc-
tion and the subsequent orienting gaze shift to the tar-
get. This is a characteristic property of fixation cells
(Munoz and Wurtz, 1993a). In this paper, we will refer
to the firing frequency, associated with fixation of FP,
as the ‘‘fixation activity.’’ Preceding the onset of control
gaze shifts, the firing frequency declined below the fixa-
tion activity, and at gaze shift start the cell was almost
silent (Figure 2A).
Aligning control trajectories on gaze-shift start and
end revealed that the duration of the period of low
SCFN firing frequency increased as the duration of con-
trol gaze shifts increased (Figures 2A and 2C), and at
gaze shift end, in the dark, the fixation activity returned
to the pregaze shift level. This is analogous to the
‘‘pause’’ in the tonic fixation activity during eye sac-
cades in the head-fixed monkey (Munoz and Wurtz,
1993a). For this example cell, the fixation firing fre-
quency, 656 15 Hz (SD), measured in the 200 ms period
about 400–200 ms before gaze shift start (before activitydeclined preceding control gaze shift onset), was not
significantly different from the 63 6 13 Hz measured in
the 200 ms period beginning 50 ms after gaze shift end
(GPE = 0) (p = 0.47, Student’s t test). (We did not mea-
sure the mean in a period beginning immediately at
gaze shift end because mean firing frequency kept rising
for about 50 ms after GPE = 0). Note that the reactivation
pattern at control gaze shift end varied from cell to cell,
as we shall show in subsequent examples. We will
present the population characteristics in a subsequent
section.
Figure 2E emphasizes that the pause in SCFN tonic fir-
ing was gaze related. At the top are the gaze (G), head
(H), and eye (E) trajectories for a 50º control gaze shift,
typical of those selected to form the raster plot below.
A 35º eye saccade brought the eye from an initial posi-
tion in the head of w20º to the right, to a final position
(left vertical dotted line)w15º to the left, and the eye re-
mained stable at this position for about 70 ms until the
gaze saccade ended. Note, as also mentioned in relation
to Figure 1B, that the final eye position at saccade end
(15º) was within the 10º–20º range reported in the study
of head-unrestrained gaze shifts in the monkey (Freed-
man and Sparks, 1997a). Cell M1-02 remained silent
during this 70 ms period and was reactivated only at
the end of the gaze saccade, not eye saccade. This
SC Fixation Neurons Respond to Gaze Perturbations
495Figure 3. Modulation of Cell M1-02’s Plateau
Discharge Frequency by GPE
Perturbed gaze shifts with plateau GPEs at
24º (A), 17º (B), and 11º (C) and plateau firing
frequencies of w19, 24, and 34 Hz, respec-
tively. Lowest trace in each panel shows
spike density histogram calculated from trials
selected to have similar plateau durations
identified by vertical bar in lower right of ras-
ter plot. Mean G and H trajectories for the
selected trials are shown above histogram.
Horizontal bar above G trace indicates brake
duration. Figure 2 explains other details.result supports the hypothesis that the monkey SC
controls head-free gaze saccades, not eye saccades
(Freedman and Sparks, 1997a, 1997b). Below, we will
show that SCFN firing rate is also reactivated to the
full fixation activity level when gaze is on goal in per-
turbed trials.
In brake trials, the activity pattern that preceded gaze
shift onset was identical to control trials (Figure 2B). This
was expected because control and brake trials were
randomly interleaved and monkeys could not predict
when a brake would be applied. SCFN activity paused
during the first gaze saccade and resumed during the
brake-induced gaze plateau, but at a frequency lower
than the fixation activity present either when the monkey
looked at FP before gaze shift onset, or at overall gaze
shift end, after the corrective gaze saccades had ended
(Figures 2B and 2D). The low-frequency discharge con-
tinued throughout the brake-induced gaze plateaus and
then decreased during the postplateau corrective gaze
saccades. The tonic activity resumed at 58 6 13 Hz
(SD) in the 200 ms fixation period beginning 50 ms after
the end of the corrective gaze saccade, when the mon-
key’s gaze in the dark had arrived on the remembered
target location (Figure 2D). For this cell the gaze end fir-
ing frequency was significantly different in the control
and brake trials, respectively (63 versus 58 Hz; p =
0.0019, Student’s t test), but as we shall see later,
for the average population discharge there was no
difference.
An important property of M1-02’s discharge during
brake trials is that the ‘‘time to reactivation’’ (Figure 2F;
Experimental Procedures)—the time between gaze shift
start and when activity resumed to its full fixation level at
gaze shift end—increased as a function of overall gaze
shift duration. This was true for control and perturbedgaze shifts of any duration (Figures 1C–1E). In particular,
despite gaze plateaus of unpredictable durations, SCFN
M1-02 encoded that a perturbed gaze shift had ended;
i.e., when GPE = 0. This was true of all our SCFNs (sum-
marized in Figure 7). The fact that SCFNs, as a popula-
tion, were informed that a control or perturbed gaze shift
in the dark had ended strongly supports the existence of
a gaze feedback comparator.
We shall now consider the characteristics of cell
M1-02’s discharge during brake-induced gaze plateaus.
The application of the head brake near the onset of
a large gaze shift to a remembered target exploited the
natural variability, from trial to trial, in plateau GPE itself
caused by variations in the amplitude of the initial eye-
in-head saccade. (Recall that plateau GPE is the posi-
tion of the resulting gaze plateau relative to the position
of gaze at gaze shift end, after the corrective gaze sac-
cade has terminated, i.e., relative to the final goal.)
Thus, each gaze plateau had its specific GPE. The exam-
ples of brake trials in Figures 3A–3C were selected, for
cell M1-02, such that in each panel the brake-induced
gaze plateaus occurred at about the same GPE. The
mean plateau GPE decreases across the three panels,
being highest (24º) in Figure 3A and lowest (11º) in Fig-
ures 3C. The spike density histogram at the bottom of
each panel was calculated from a selected group of tri-
als that had about the same plateau duration, 300 ms
(denoted by the black vertical line next to the spike ras-
ter). The mean plateau firing frequency obtained by
counting the number of spikes during the plateau (hori-
zontal line in each histogram) and dividing by plateau
duration was 196 2 Hz (SEM), 246 2 Hz, and 346 3 Hz
in Figures 3A–3C, respectively. The differences among
mean frequencies during plateaus in Figures 3A–3C
were highly significant (p < 0.0001, ANOVA).
Neuron
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(A) Mean firing frequency profiles for control 50º gaze saccades (black); intended 50º but perturbed trials yielding plateau GPEs of 24º (blue) and
11º (red); and intended 50º but aborted (no corrective gaze saccade) after initial saccade of 39º, i.e., GPE = 11º (green). Trials aligned on plateau
onset, i.e., end of first saccade.
(B) Mean plateau firing frequency versus plateau GPE. Each point is for a group of nine to ten trials having the same plateau GPE. Average plateau
durations were similar,w290 ms. Horizontal and vertical dotted lines represent standard error of mean of GPE and plateau firing frequency, re-
spectively. Solid line, logarithmic function with two free parameters. Short horizontal blue and red lines show mean plateau discharge rate at
GPE = 24º and 11º, respectively (from Figures 3A and 3C).
(C) Phase plane plots. Dotted line shows same curve as in (B). Black, blue, and red lines show, respectively, the phase plane plots of firing fre-
quency versus GPE for control and perturbed trials with plateau GPEs of 24º and 11º.To examine the temporal characteristics of the plateau
firing frequency profile, we selected a subset of trials in
Figures 3A and 3C that had plateau durations R250
ms. The trials in each of these subsets were aligned
on gaze plateau onset (Figure 4A, vertical dotted line)
and averaged. (We show only the first 200 ms in
Figure 4A, which is long enough to evaluate the asymp-
totic firing level but avoids the pause in discharge that
precedes the corrective gaze saccade by about 25 ms.)
It is seen from the resultant two traces (blue and red lines
at plateau GPEs of 24º and 11º, respectively) that the
firing frequency did not rise abruptly at plateau onset
but gradually increased, as if it were a response to
a low-pass-filtered step. Furthermore, as expected
from Figure 3, the asymptotic plateau firing frequency
rose as plateau GPE decreased. (Note that plateau firing
frequency remained about constant even though the
head was released before plateau end.) Figure 4B shows
that, for the range of tested plateau GPEs, the mean
plateau firing frequency continuously increased as pla-
teau GPE decreased, and tended to the value of fixa-
tion firing frequency at gaze end where GPE = 0. A
logarithmic function (Experimental Procedures) pro-
vided an excellent fit (R = 0.94; p < 0.0001, F test) to the
data points. When the point at GPE = 0 was left out, the
goodness of fit was not substantially altered: R = 0.83,
p = 0.0004. To our knowledge, this is the first time a
GPE-related discharge has been found in the SC of the
head-unrestrained monkey.
In the rare ‘‘aborted’’ trials (3% of perturbed trials for
this cell) in which a monkey did not generate a corrective
gaze saccade after head release and gaze remained im-
mobile, short of the target location (Figure 1F), the firing
frequency at the end of the hypometric gaze saccade
rose, within about 150 ms, to the level normally mea-
sured at overall gaze shift end in control trials, i.e., at
GPE = 0 (Figure 4A). Put another way, for aborted trials
the firing frequency at gaze saccade end was higher
than expected at that GPE.We now compare, for cell M1-02, the phase plane
plots of firing frequency versus GPE for control and per-
turbed trials. The solid black line in Figure 4C represents
control trials and shows in another format the same re-
sult seen in Figure 2, namely that firing frequency was
very low (the ‘‘pause’’) during these gaze shifts and
was reactivated abruptly, at GPE z 0, to the level of
full fixation activity. Thus, during control trials this cell
did not encode GPE. The solid blue line in Figure 4C
shows the phase plane plot for the brake trials in
Figure 3A, where mean plateau GPE was 24º. Note that
the blue and black lines are coextensive (p = 0.59, Stu-
dent’s t test) at low firing frequency, until plateau occur-
rence, at which point the short horizontal blue line shows
the mean firing, 19 Hz, in the plateaus at GPE = 24º. Dur-
ing the w24º corrective gaze saccades that followed
these plateaus, the firing frequency did not immediately
drop to zero but decreased gradually as GPE decreased
during the saccade. Control firing frequency was at-
tained at GPEz 15º and thereafter blue and black lines
converged and were coextensive (p = 0.42, Student’s t
test). By comparison, the solid red line in Figure 4C rep-
resents the phase plane plot for trials in Figure 3C where
mean plateau GPE was 11º. The red and black lines are
coextensive (p = 0.42, Student’s t test) at low firing fre-
quency until plateau occurrence. During the corrective
gaze saccade that followed the plateau, the firing fre-
quency decreased below the plateau frequency (34 Hz)
but was not as markedly suppressed as in the control
trials (p = 0.023, Student’s t test).
All cells in our sample had discharge characteristics
similar to M1-02, save for cell-to-cell differences in the
depth of modulation of mean plateau firing frequency
with plateau GPE and in the depth of discharge suppres-
sion during gaze saccades. We now present two other
example cells whose discharges emphasized one or
the other of these two properties.
Cells M1-11 (Figure 5) and M1-14 (Figure 6) resembled
M1-02 in many important properties. (1) Their tonic
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(A and B) Discharges of control and perturbed trials aligned on gaze shift onset (A) and end (B). (Top trace) Average trajectory of small (w15º)
control gaze saccades and, just below, their associated raster sorted according to increasing gaze saccade duration. Below this is average tra-
jectory of large control gaze saccades (w50º, dotted line) and associated raster plot. Next below is an average perturbed gaze trajectory (in-
tended 50º) with corrective gaze saccade of amplitude w15º, equal to that of control saccade shown at top. The perturbed gaze trajectory is
the mean of the selected trials identified by the thick vertical line to right of raster plot showing 123 perturbed trials with similar overall gaze shift
amplitude (w50º), but different plateau durations and GPEs. Lowest panel shows superimposed average spike density histograms for the control
15º and 50º and the perturbed gaze trajectories. Each histogram is drawn with a line similar to its associated gaze trace above.
(C) Discharges during 32º control gaze shifts (black), perturbed intended 50º gaze shifts with different plateau GPEs. Trajectories aligned on end
of first gaze saccade, i.e., for perturbed trials, the plateau onset. Blue, GPE = 18º (first saccade amplitude = 32º). Red, GPE = 9º (first saccade
amplitude = 41º). The 32º control gaze shifts (black line) similar to the initial gaze saccades (blue line) in the perturbed gaze shifts with plateau
GPE = 18º. Green, required 50º but aborted with first saccade amplitude 28º (GPE = 22º). A 32º eye saccade made head fixed and associated firing
frequency (thin black lines) are shown for comparison with the head-unrestrained gaze shifts. Head-fixed traces are shifted down relative to
head-unrestrained traces for clarity. Thin horizontal lines indicate zero firing frequency.
(D) Increase in mean plateau firing frequency versus plateau GPE and superimposed phase plane plots. Symbols and conventions as in Figure 4.fixation discharge ceased during control gaze shifts
(Figures 5A, 5B, 6A, and 6B; top two rasters). (2) In brake
trials, their mean firing frequency during gaze plateaus
was lower than normal fixation activity (Figures 5A, 5B,
6A, and 6B, lower rasters) and increased with decreas-
ing plateau GPE (Figures 5C, 5D, 6C, and 6D), so as to
peak at the end of corrective gaze saccades even
though, as for all cells, the gaze shifts were made in
the dark. (3) Their firing frequency at plateau onset
rose gradually to reach an asymptotic value some 150
ms later (Figures 5C and 6C). (4) In the rare aborted trials,
the firing frequency at the end of the hypometric gaze
saccades was higher than that in the gaze plateau at
the end of saccades of equivalent amplitude in non-
aborted brake trials (compare green and blue lines in
Figure 5C). Note, for cell M1-11, that the firing frequency
in the aborted trials did not reach control end frequency,
but it did for the population discharge (see section on
Population Characteristics).
The firing frequency profiles of cells M1-02, M1-11,
and M1-14 differed as follows. The firing frequency of
cell M1-11 was the least suppressed of the three duringcontrol gaze saccades (compare Figures 4C, 5D, and
6D). For example, for M1-11, activity rose gradually dur-
ing the course of 50º control trials (black phase plane
curve line in Figure 5D) and in brake-trials was not sup-
pressed during corrective 15º gaze saccades that fol-
lowed plateaus (Figure 5B). By comparison, the activity
of cell M1-11 was much more suppressed during small,
15º, stand-alone control gaze shifts of similar amplitude
as the corrective gaze saccades (Figure 5B, top panel
and thin black line in histogram at bottom).
We also obtained in cell M1-11 enough trials, head
fixed, to provide a reliable estimate of the discharge
pattern in this condition (Figure 5C). The histograms in
the head-fixed and head-unrestrained conditions are
similar, although the cell seemed more profoundly sup-
pressed in the former. We did not have enough head-
fixed data in other cells to be able to generalize this
observation.
In contrast to cells M1-02 and M1-11, the mean activ-
ity of M1-14 during gaze plateaus was little modulated
by GPE, and during gaze plateaus the firing frequency
rose to levels close to the initial fixation activity (Figures
Neuron
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(A and B) Comparison of discharge characteristics between control and perturbed trials aligned on gaze shift onset (A) and on gaze shift end (B).
Same organization and conventions as in Figure 5.
(C) Discharges during 24º control (black) and 50º perturbed gaze trajectories with plateaus at GPE = 11º (red) and 26º (blue), all aligned on end of
first gaze saccade, which in perturbed trials is same as aligning on plateau onset. Amplitude of control saccade same as that of first saccade in
blue traces.
(D) Similar to Figure 5D.6A and 6B, lower rasters). The lowest plateau frequency
occurring at large GPE of M1-14 (Figure 6D) was about
70% of the initial fixation activity compared to 30%
and 50% in cells M1-02 and M1-11, respectively (Figures
4B and 5D). Furthermore, in contrast to cells M1-02 and
M1-11, cell M1-14 presented the most robust decrease
in activity during corrective gaze saccades (compare
the phase plane plots in Figure 6D with those in Figures
4C and 5D). Indeed, for cell M1-14, but not M1-02 and
M1-11, there was little difference between the pause
characteristics in the corrective gaze saccades and
small control gaze saccades of the same amplitude
(Figure 6B, bottom histograms).
In summary, during brake trials the three example
cells showed a modulation of mean plateau tonic firing
frequency with GPE and a return to full fixation activity
at the end of the corrective gaze saccade. Furthermore,
head brakes did not abort gaze shifts: the corrective
gaze saccades were part of the same motor program.
Population Characteristics
The curves of mean plateau firing frequency versus pla-
teau GPE for three example SCFNs in another monkey,
M2 (Figure 7A), resemble the curves for the three exam-
ple cells of monkey M1 shown above. Note that one cell
in M2 was best fit by a linear relationship, perhaps be-
cause no data at GPE > 17º were available. Across all
cells in the two monkeys (Figure 7B), there was a wide
range in the magnitude of frequency modulation as pla-
teau GPE declined to zero; some cells, like M1-11, were
deeply modulated; others, like M1-14, were not. Therewas no indication that the cells could be grouped into
specific categories. With the data point at GPE = 0 in-
cluded, 16 of 19 cells had a significant fit (F test). The
average R2 value for the population of 19 SCFNs studied
in this paper was 0.63 6 0.31 (SD). Eighteen of 19 cells
passed the Runs test at p = 0.05, which indicates that
the data points were randomly distributed above and
below the best-fit curve. Without the data point at
GPE = 0, 18 of 19 cells passed the Runs test, and ten (seven
in monkey M1 and three in M2) of 19 cells were signifi-
cant (F test). To estimate the population plateau activity,
we calculated the average curve of mean plateau firing
frequency versus plateau GPE (Figure 7B, thick dashed
line), based on the individual curves for each cell.
We saw, for our three example cells, that plateau firing
frequency increased gradually with time after plateau
onset to reach an asymptotic value about 150 ms later.
Figure 7C shows the temporal evolution of the normal-
ized population discharge, calculated as the mean of
each cell’s average response for selected trials in which
plateau durationR 250 ms. The firing frequency of each
cell at plateau onset was set to zero, and that at plateau
end was set to unity. The population curve has an expo-
nential-like rise and represents the dynamics affecting
firing frequency increase following plateau onset. The
inset in Figure 7C shows the distribution of time con-
stants of this response (t) for each cell in the pooled re-
sults from our two monkeys; mean t = 1126 68 ms (SD).
Figure 7D compares the mean population response
aligned on different trajectory characteristics for a group
of control (dotted traces) and perturbed (solid traces)
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(A) Mean plateau frequency versus GPE for three example cells from monkey M2. Points fitted with logarithmic relationship.
(B) Same plot as (A) summarizes fits for each of 19 cells in our sample. Dotted lines show cells for which relationship was not significant (F test).
Thick dashed line is average population discharge. Gray filled circles are model prediction (Supplemental Data) for the selected gaze shifts in
Figure 8E.
(C) Normalized population plateau firing frequency (solid line), set to zero at plateau onset and unity at plateau end. Dotted lines show 95% con-
fidence interval. (Inset) Distribution of time constants (t) in our 19 SCFNs. Mean t = 110 6 70 ms.
(D) Population discharge during control (dotted line) and/or perturbed (solid line) gaze shifts, of overall amplitudew50º aligned (vertical dotted
lines) on five distinct events in the trajectories: gaze shift onset (section 1), plateau onset (2), head brake release (3), corrective saccade onset (4),
and gaze shift end (5). Details in text.gaze shifts, selected to have the same overall mean gaze
shift amplitudes, 51º 6 4º (SD). The panel on the far left
was obtained by aligning the mean firing frequency pro-
file of each cell on the onset (vertical dotted line 1) of
control and perturbed gaze shifts, and averaging the in-
dividual means in each condition (i.e., for each condi-
tion, 19 mean firing frequencies to average, thereby giv-
ing each cell the same weight). There is no difference
between these two conditions, indicating that the mon-
keys could not predict if a trial was to be control or per-
turbed. On the far right (vertical line 5), the mean firing
frequency profile of each cell has been aligned on
gaze shift end in the two conditions. Comparing sec-
tions 1 and 5 shows that for control trials the mean pop-
ulation firing frequencies in the 200 ms fixation periods,
400–200 ms preceding gaze shift start and 50 ms follow-
ing gaze shift end, were the same: 38 6 19 Hz (SD) and
376 17 Hz, respectively (p = 0.87, Student’s t test). Fur-
thermore, the mean population firing frequency in the
200 ms period beginning 50 ms after gaze shift end in
control and brake trials was not significantly different:37 6 17 Hz and 36 6 18 Hz, respectively (p = 0.85, Stu-
dent’s t test).
These data indicate that, for the population of SCFNs,
a sudden perturbation delaying, for an unpredictable
time of up to 700 ms, the acquisition of the target, led
to a concurrent equal delay in resumption of the full
fixation activity, as also shown above in the specific
examples of SCFNs M1-02, M1-11, and M1-14. Further-
more, firing frequency began increasing before gaze
shift end during both control gaze shifts and corrective
gaze saccades (Figure 7D, section 5). Hence, SCFNs
were informed that a gaze shift was approaching goal
and when it was on goal, irrespective of the gaze trajec-
tory. Taken together, these data support the hypothesis
that gaze shifts are controlled by a feedback loop and
that a gaze motor command ceases when the loop com-
parator indicates that GPE = 0.
The three central panels in Figure 7D show population
firing frequency profiles in perturbed trials only. Our ob-
jective here was to illustrate whether there were changes
in population firing frequency that were synchronized
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ingly, we obtained the mean discharge of each cell for all
trials in which plateau duration was longer than about
200 ms, irrespective of plateau GPE, and averaged the
individual means. In section 2, the mean firing frequency
profile of each cell was aligned on gaze plateau onset
and averaged. (Note that the firing frequency profile
was not normalized as in Figure 7C.) As expected from
Figure 7C, the rise in plateau firing frequency for pooled
plateau GPEs occurred gradually following plateau on-
set and was not caused by head release. Indeed as
shown in section 3, where the alignments are on head
brake offset, the head immediately accelerated following
its release, but this had no obvious effect on firing fre-
quency, which was ramping up at that time because
head release occurred during the initial portion of the
gaze plateau where firing frequency was increasing. In
section 4, the traces are aligned on the onset of the
corrective gaze saccades and show the suppression of
population activity that preceded the corrective gaze
saccade by about 25 ms.
The final population property to consider is firing fre-
quency during aborted trials. These rare trials occurred
while recording from 14/19 cells and overall in <3% of
the perturbed trials. When discharges of 14 SCFNs dur-
ing aborted trials were aligned on the end of the single
(hypometric) gaze saccade, the average firing frequency
in the 200 ms period beginning 50 ms after gaze shift end
was equal to the fixation activity 400–200 ms before
gaze shift start (30 Hz versus 35 Hz; p = 0.30, Student’s
t test). Thus, in aborted trials the system behaved as if
gaze position at gaze saccade end was (erroneously)
the goal. Note that, across all trials, we found no relation
between plateau GPE and the number of aborted trials;
in particular aborted trials were not more frequent at low
GPE where gaze was close to goal.
Predicting the Population SCFN Discharge
for Any Perturbed Gaze Shift
To generalize our observations, and provide an estimate
of the population SCFN firing frequency profile for any
perturbed gaze shift, we found it essential to describe
each cell’s response using a quantitative relationship.
The choice of parameters in our model was inspired by
the signals that impinge on OPNs that gate the eye sac-
cade burst generator, namely eye velocity and a trigger
signal from the SC (Yoshida et al., 2001). We assumed
that SCFNs were influenced by three signals (Figure 8A):
(1) excitation by a bias equal to the tonic fixation firing
frequency before gaze shift onset; (2) inhibition, during
gaze saccades, by a bell-shaped signal whose duration
equaled gaze saccade duration and which we assume
can be approximated by gaze velocity [ _G(t)]; and (3) inhi-
bition by a low-pass-filtered version (first-order) of in-
stantaneous GPE (GPEfilt):
ffðtÞ= bias2 a3GPEfiltðtÞ2b3 _GðtÞ (1)
where a and b are constants. We used GPEfilt because
the population ff(t) declined slowly with an average
time constant of 1056 60 ms following fixation point off-
set (Figure 7D, section 1) (which was the cue to initiate
movement) and rose slowly at plateau onset with a sim-
ilar average time constant, 1106 70 ms (Figure 7C). Theinitial decline, preceding a gaze shift, is viewed as the re-
sult of a filtered step input of GPE (middle panel in Fig-
ure 8B). Similarly, a cell’s response to the time-varying
GPE profile—which is a decline of GPE during the initial
gaze saccade, followed by a steady GPE during the pla-
teau and then a further decline in GPE during the correc-
tive gaze saccade—is expressed as a filtered response
of this time-varying GPE profile.
The velocity term in Equation 1 was added to repro-
duce the saccade-specific bell-shaped discharge sup-
pression during the initial and corrective gaze saccades
(top panel in Figure 8B). Note that, because of the added
gaze velocity-like inhibition, Equation 1 replicates the
experimental observation that a GPE signal was not re-
corded during control trials and only ‘‘revealed’’ during
the plateaus in perturbed trials where gaze velocity
was zero. The combination of the first two terms in
Equation 1 provided, for any cell, the time-varying in-
crease in plateau ff at a given fixed plateau GPE. We
could then calculate a linear approximation to the loga-
rithmic relationship between mean plateau ff and pla-
teau GPE (Figure 7B), valid approximately in the range
0 % GPE < 20º, the latter value depending on the
mean plateau GPE of the set of similar perturbed gaze
shifts used in the parameter fit (usually in the range
12º% GPE% 16º).
Figures 8B and 8C show the result of optimizing the
model fits to the data of the three example cells M1-02,
M1-11, and M1-14 (see the Supplemental Data avail-
able with this article online). The fit to the data of cell
M1-14 has appropriately the smallest constant ‘‘a,’’
whereas the fit for cell M1-11 has the smallest ‘‘b,’’ ac-
counting for their small dependence, respectively, on
GPE and _G. For the population of all cells in perturbed
trials, the average variance accounted for (VAF; for linear
models, VAF is equivalent to R2) by the model fits, to the
data set used in the optimization calculations, was ex-
cellent (0.60 6 0.28). The model also predicted well the
firing frequency pattern in data sets of ff(t) not used in
the optimization procedure (Figure 8D; see Supplemen-
tal Data for goodness-of-fit analysis).
Figure 8E shows the predicted population ff(t) for an
arbitrarily selected series of four typical perturbed gaze
shifts with similar plateau duration but different plateau
GPEs (Supplemental Data). The main features of the fir-
ing frequency profiles for the example cells were con-
served in the predicted population discharge for these
brake-trials, notably the characteristic increase of
mean plateau firing frequency as GPE decreased, the
slowly rising plateau firing frequency at plateau onset,
and the decrease in activity during the corrective gaze
saccades.
Discussion
Freedman and Sparks (1997b) have provided the only
previous study of neurons in the SC of the head-unre-
strained monkey and concluded that the motor map
controls coordinated eye-head gaze saccades. They
did not study SCFNs. Here, we provide electrophysio-
logical recordings of SCFNs in the head-unrestrained
monkey, and our data support gaze encoding by the
SC. In addition, we provide neural evidence that (1) pri-
mate gaze saccades are controlled by a gaze feedback
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(A) Flow diagram of signals assumed to modulate SCFN discharges (Equation 1 in text).
(B) Time variation of GPE, GPEfilt (with t = 149 ms), and _G for perturbed (left panel) and control (right panel) gaze shifts and model fit to associated
M1-02 discharge.
(C) Same as (B) for cells M1-11 and M1-14.
(D) Examples of fits to data from SCFN M1-02, not used in optimizing the constants a and b in Equation 1; for three perturbed gaze shifts with
plateaus at different GPEs.
(E) (Top) Four typical perturbed gaze shifts of similar overall amplitude and plateau duration, but different plateau GPEs ranging from 7º–20º.
(Bottom) Predicted population discharge for each gaze shift. Dotted lines, example control gaze shift and its predicted population discharge.loop that calculates GPE online; (2) a signal encoding
GPE exists in the primate SC; and (3) in the head-unre-
strained condition, the primate SC receives feedback
and does not emit an open-loop gaze motor command.
The prime role of monkey SCFNs seems to be not online
control and stopping of gaze saccades, but rather the
prevention of unwanted saccades to assure fixation of
salient targets.
Role of SCFNs
Electrical stimulation of the rostral SC stops gaze shifts
in the head-unrestrained cat (Pare and Guitton, 1998)
and eye saccades in the head-fixed monkey (Gandhi
and Keller, 1999). Possible mechanisms are that SCFNs
prevent gaze saccades via (1) projections to omnipause
neurons (OPNs), in the paramedian pontine reticular for-
mation, that themselves inhibit the eye/gaze saccade
generator (e.g., Buttner-Ennever et al., 1999; Yoshida
et al., 2001; Takahashi et al., 2005); and (2) inhibition of
the motor map (Munoz and Istvan, 1998; Takahashiet al., 2005). Feedback to the SC from the mesence-
phalic reticular formation (Waitzman et al., 2002) could
provide a _G-like signal to the map (Munoz et al., 1991;
Stanford et al., 1996; reviewed in Scudder et al., 2002),
which, in turn, could suppress SCFN activity (e.g., Mu-
noz and Istvan, 1998; Takahashi et al., 2005) during
gaze saccades, analogous to the _E signal that sup-
presses OPNs to let saccades run their course.
A functional link between SCFNs and OPNs is sug-
gested by (1) their common pause in activity during
gaze shifts (cat: Pare and Guitton, 1998; Bergeron and
Guitton, 2002; Matsuo et al., 2004; monkey: P.A. Syl-
vestre et al., 2001, Soc. Neurosci., abstract; Figure 10.9
in Guitton et al., 2004); and (2) the similarity of their dy-
namic response to reductions in GPE, during cat multi-
ple-step gaze shifts as each interstep segment ap-
proaches the goal (Bergeron and Guitton, 2002).
However, these cells differ in important ways. (1) In mul-
tiple-step gaze shifts, SCFNs do not pause during the
early gaze saccades (steps), but OPNs do (Bergeron
Neuron
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teaus in cat, OPNs are reactivated fully; SCFNs are
dependent on plateau GPE (Pare and Guitton, 1998;
Matsuo et al., 2004). (3) The two cell types have different
task-related tonic discharges and different timing
and dynamics of pause onset and offset (Everling
et al., 1998); e.g., at gaze shift end most OPNs are reac-
tivated before SCFNs (Phillips et al., 1999; cf. Figure 7D,
section 5).
Evidence supporting the gating of the SC motor map
by SCFNs is weak: motor-related bursts on the motor
map end about 25 ms before the end of gaze shifts
(Freedman and Sparks, 1997b), whereas the peak activ-
ity in SCFNs occurred about 50 ms after gaze shift end
(Figure 7D, section 5). Furthermore, aborted trials (next
section) did not occur more frequently at lower plateau
GPE where SCFN firing frequency was close to the level
of full fixation activity (Figure 7B), optimal for aborting
activity on the SC motor map.
Further evidence that SCFN inputs on either OPNs or
the SC motor map do not stop gaze saccades is that
deactivation of the rostral SC leads to irrepressible sac-
cade behavior (Munoz and Wurtz, 1993b), but saccades
still stop. Overall, evidence suggests that SCFNs are im-
portant, not for online saccade control, but for maintain-
ing voluntary fixation and disallowing reflexive glances.
Motor Program Is Not Aborted in Perturbed
Gaze Shifts
In aborted trials, the need to attain the goal had been
abandoned, and gaze position after the first saccade
had become the monkey’s new internal goal (e.g., Fig-
ures 4A and 5C). By comparison, in nonaborted trials
the initial motor program was not abandoned for the fol-
lowing reasons. (1) Plateau tonic activity continued, at
a frequency encoding plateau GPE, independently of
plateau duration (longestw700 ms). (2) Control and cor-
rective gaze saccades of the same amplitude were asso-
ciated with very different SCFN firing patterns (Figures
4C, 5B, 5D, 6B, and 6D): corrective gaze saccades
were not ‘‘fresh’’ small stand-alone movements.
These observations contrast with head-fixed sac-
cades interrupted by stimulating the SC rostral pole
(Munoz et al., 1996) in which, after an interruption period
about R100 ms, the location on the motor map of the
saccade-related burst was reprogrammed from the ini-
tially active site, appropriate for encoding the vector of
the intended saccade, to a new site appropriate for the
vector of the corrective saccade.
SCFNs and the Feedback Control of Gaze Shifts
Our behavioral observations (Figure 1) support the hy-
pothesis (reviewed in Guitton et al., 2004) that saccadic
gaze shifts are controlled by a GPE signal derived from
a feedback loop that compares current and desired
gaze positions. The counterhypothesis (Freedman,
2001) that gaze saccades are generated by indepen-
dently controlled eye and head movements, each driven
through specific displacements by independent feed-
back loops, cannot explain these observations.
The existence of feedback to the SC in the head-fixed
monkey is controversial (reviewed in Sparks, 1999, 2004;
Guitton et al., 2004; Keller, 2004). Even among re-
searchers who support this concept, what this feedbackencodes is a contentious issue. Different configurations
have been proposed. In some, the primate SC produces,
as a result of feedback, a continuous eye motor error
signal encoding the distance between current and de-
sired eye positions (Waitzman et al., 1991; Munoz and
Wurtz, 1995; Munoz et al., 1996). In others, the SC is in
a feedback loop but does not encode the controlling er-
ror signal (Lefe`vre et al., 1998; Quaia et al., 1999; Soe-
tedjo et al., 2002). For example, Soetedjo et al. (2002)
proposed that a feedback loop, downstream of the
SC, sends a signal to the SC that ends the collicular out-
put discharge once the saccade is terminated. In still
other configurations, feedback to the SC is a distributed
property that does not express itself as a measurable
quantity in any cell group (reviewed in Keller, 2004).
The perturbations of unpredictable durations that we
imposed on gaze trajectories led to an increase in the
time required for gaze to attain the goal and to an equal
increase in the time it took for SCFNs to be fully reacti-
vated (e.g., Figures 2F and 7D, section 5). The fact that
the pause in SCFN activity was proportional to gaze shift
duration is in line with evidence (Munoz and Istvan,
1998) that these cells are influenced by the SC motor
map, itself encoding eye in space (gaze), not eye in
head (Freedman and Sparks, 1997b). The firing fre-
quency of SCFNs began increasing before gaze shift
end (GPE = 0) and peakedw50 ms after gaze end. This
occurred even if gaze shifts were completely stopped
(Figures 1D, 1E, and 7D, section 5) for up to 700 ms, or
just briefly slowed down (Figure 1C). If SCFN discharges
are driven by activity on the SC’s motor map, the SCFN
peak discharge at GPE = 0, which lags gaze shift end,
is compatible with the feedback model of Soetedjo
et al. (2002). By comparison, our perturbation data indi-
cate that an open-loop SC spike counter (Goossens
and Van Opstal, 2000) cannot work; feedback is required
informing the SC that gaze is on goal.
In about three-quarters of SCFNs, there was a signifi-
cant encoding of GPE during brake-induced gaze pla-
teaus for 0 < GPE <w20º (Figure 7B). (In cat [Bergeron
and Guitton, 2000], SCFNs also encode GPE during con-
trol gaze shifts for a similar range as monkey.) In head-
fixed monkey, SCFNs ‘‘report mismatches between
eye and target positions’’ (Krauzlis et al., 1997). How-
ever, the encoded mean GPE in the latter study was
only about 1º, very much smaller than the 20º range re-
ported here. GPE-related SC discharges are compatible
with either the moving wave model of Munoz and Wurtz
(1995) or the locally declining activity model of Waitzman
et al. (1991). These models are controversial, but it is
most important to emphasize that the existence of the
moving front phenomenon in the head-unrestrained
monkey, as used here, has not been tested.
Furthermore, error encoding by the SC map of the
head-fixed monkey has been revealed by stimulation-
induced interruption of saccades for which the phase
plane plot of firing frequency versus motor error in per-
turbed trials is similar to control (Keller and Edelman,
1994; Munoz et al., 1996).
Our behavioral and electrophysiological recordings
cast doubt on the classic hypothesis that, in primate,
a gaze shift is driven by a predetermined ‘‘ballistic’’ mo-
tor command, sent open loop from the SC to brainstem
eye-head motor circuits (reviewed in Sparks, 1999;
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a gaze feedback loop with a comparator that calculates
GPE; and (2) feedback to the SC.
In our experiments, the firing frequency at plateau on-
set rose progressively, to a fixed GPE-related level, with
a time constant ofw100 ms. This time is of the order of
control gaze saccade duration and—if SCFN discharges
reflect activity on the motor map within a short delay—
appears too slow for the map to be implicated in the pro-
cess of precise moment-to-moment trajectory control.
Hence, the SC as a whole may be out of the direct feed-
back control loop but may be updated by that loop, as in
the models by Quaia et al. (1999), Lefe`vre et al. (1998),
and Soetedjo et al. (2002). Put another way, the SC
may not provide a moment-to-moment control of a
head-unrestrained gaze trajectory but can still provide
an approximation to current GPE that could, for exam-
ple, be used to guide sequences of saccades, or indi-
cate that a voluntary gaze shift has terminated and
that a fixation process can proceed until the next volun-
tary command.
Nevertheless, the temporal evolution of an error signal
in a closed feedback loop system can result from dy-
namics quite different than those in response to a pertur-
bation. During normal gaze shifts, information about the
progress of the eyes and head in a closed loop can be
estimated at short latency by internal neural models of
the eye and head plants (Galiana and Guitton, 1992). In
contrast, information that head motion has been per-
turbed is conveyed to the control loop by sensory sig-
nals that have delays and dynamics, thereby slowing
the calculation of plateau GPE at the end of the initial
gaze saccade.
In conclusion, multiple routes exist for feedback to the
SC from mesencephalic, pontine, bulbar, and cerebellar
structures, and this could allow multiple and nested
feedback loops to operate in gaze control. Understand-
ing the dynamics in such a complex network is a daunt-
ing challenge. Our recordings from SCFNs during
perturbed head-unrestrained gaze shifts reveal gaze
feedback control and a gaze feedback signal to the
SC. However, our data do not prove that the SC is within
the online gaze feedback loop, only that such a loop ex-
ists and that SCFNs are informed about its calculations.
Experimental Procedures
Animal Preparation
Two adult male rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta) were studied.
Surgery was carried out under isofluorane anesthesia to implant
a head-holding device, a scleral search coil, and a unit-recording
chamber tilted backward by 38º and centered over the midline be-
tween the two superior colliculi. Gaze and head positions were mea-
sured using the standard magnetic search coil technique. All surgi-
cal and experimental protocols were approved by the Animal Care
Committee of the Montreal Neurological Institute and complied
with the Canadian Council on Animal Care policy on the use of lab-
oratory animals.
Experimental Paradigms
The monkey’s head was attached, via two universal joints and a lin-
ear bearing, to a shaft that freely rotated in a housing containing
a friction clutch. This arrangement imposed minimal restraint on
the monkey’s head while permitting computer-controlled brief im-
mobilizations of the shaft. The animals were trained to perform,
with head either fixed or unrestrained, visually guided, overlap,
and memory-guided saccade tasks (see below) for a liquid reward.When searching for cells in the SC, we used the overlap and mem-
ory-guided saccade tasks with the animal’s head unrestrained. In
the overlap task, the animal had to maintain fixation of a small light
point for a random period between 700 and 1100 ms. Then, the tar-
get was presented in periphery while the fixation point remained il-
luminated for another randomized duration between 600 and 1100
ms (the ‘‘overlap’’). When the fixation point disappeared, the monkey
had to make a gaze shift to the visible target. In the memory-guided
saccade task (Figure 1A), the animal first had to fixate a small light
point for a random period between 700 and 1100 ms. Then, while
the fixation point remained illuminated, the target was flashed for
250 ms. After a randomized delay of 600–1100 ms, the fixation point
disappeared, and the monkey had to make a gaze shift, in complete
darkness, to the remembered location of the previously flashed tar-
get. In our typical search, target locations varied randomly between
220º and 20º vertically and 5º and 60º horizontally contralateral to
the recording sites, in 5º resolution (116 random target positions).
When a SCFN was identified, based on a characteristic decrease
in discharge rate during contralateral gaze shifts, we began formal
testing. For this, we used the memory-guided saccade task and
restricted target positions between 10º and 60º horizontally in 10º in-
crements. Targets were typically presented in the following propor-
tion: one-third of presentations between 10º and 40º, one-third at
50º, and one-third at 60º.
We randomized trials such that we had about 60% control and
40% brake trials. The timing of brakes was also randomized. Hori-
zontal head movements were stopped by activating the friction
clutch when initial gaze velocity reached 40º/s, and maintaining
the clutch active for times ranging between 20 and 400 ms. This re-
sulted in head brakes occurring about 25 ms after gaze onset. Such
‘‘head braking’’ during large gaze shifts resulted in perturbed-
slowed (Figure 1C, for short duration brakes) or perturbed-interrup-
ted (Figures 1D and 1E, for long duration brakes) gaze trajectories.
Brake duration was unpredictable to the monkey. We triggered the
brake soon after gaze shift onset for the following reasons. (1) Early
brakes occurred while head velocity was still low and avoided im-
portant decelerations and consequent loss of contact with a cell.
(2) The electromechanical delay in the brake system (w15 ms) cou-
pled to natural variations in the initial gaze velocity used as the brake
trigger allowed little time for randomization of brake onset within the
very fast initial gaze saccades, typically about 200 ms in duration.
Single-Cell Recording
Action potentials of neurons at different locations in the intermediate
layers of the SC were recorded with tungsten microelectrodes,
which were advanced hydraulically with a remote actuator (Narish-
ige). The topographic organization of the SC motor map was de-
duced by determining the amplitude and direction of gaze shifts
‘‘preferred’’ by each cell. Action potentials were converted to logic
pulses via a time-amplitude window discriminator (BAK Electronics)
and stored along with the head and gaze movement traces and the
fixation point and target marker signals, using data acquisition soft-
ware (REX). The movement channels were sampled at 1 KHz. We
consistently verified on a storage oscilloscope that the head trajec-
tory perturbation did not add noise to our action potential channel or
reduce the amplitude of action potentials so as to compromise their
detection by the window discriminator.
Data Analysis
Data were analyzed offline with Matlab (MathWorks). Note that
gaze = eye in space = eye in head + head in space. Eye position rel-
ative to the head was calculated by subtracting head from gaze po-
sition. Gaze shift onset and offset were determined using 40º/s and
30º/s gaze velocity criteria, respectively. To estimate a cell’s instan-
taneous discharge rate, a spike density function was generated by
substituting all spike events with a Gaussian pulse of width s = 10
ms and then summing all the Gaussians together to generate a con-
tinuous function in time.
The firing frequency profile at the end of gaze shifts was variable
from cell to cell (e.g., Figures 8B and 8C). In some cells (e.g., M1-02)
the discharge stabilized at about a constant mean discharge; in
others (cells M1-11, M1-14) the firing was not stable at gaze shift
end. We determined for each trial the time of reactivation after the
saccade-related pause in activity, by replacing each spike with
Neuron
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and then moving back in time to when the discharge was 80% of that
value. For each trial, this gave one point in Figure 2F.
To fit the data points of mean plateau firing frequency (ffplateau) ver-
sus GPE we assumed, based on visual inspection (e.g., Figure 4B),
that the rate of change of firing frequency with plateau GPE varied
inversely with GPE:
dðffplateauÞ=dðGPEÞ = 2 k=ð1 + GPEÞ (2)
where k is a constant. The denominator has been chosen such that,
at GPE = 0, the derivative on the left is finite. The solution of Equation
2 is
ffplateau = ff02 klnð1 + GPEÞ (3)
where ff0 is the firing frequency at GPE = 0. The quantities ff0 and k
were obtained by a best fit procedure that minimized the sum of
squares of the deviations of the individual data points. Note that
the optimal value of ff0 was very close to the mean fixation firing fre-
quency before gaze shift start or after gaze shift end (Figures 4B, 5D,
6D, and 7B).
Supplemental Data
The Supplemental Data include Supplemental Results and can be
found with this article online at http://www.neuron.org/cgi/content/
full/50/3/491/DC1/.
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